With the fast development of the Internet, the size of Forwarding Information Base (FIB) maintained at backbone routers is experiencing an exponential growth, making the storage support and lookup process of FIBs a severe challenge. One effective way to address the challenge is FIB compression, and various solutions have been proposed in the literature. The main shortcoming of FIB compression is the overhead of updating the compressed FIB when routing update messages arrive. Only when the update time of FIB compression algorithms is small bounded can the probability of packet loss incurred by FIB compression operations during update be completely avoided. However, no prior FIB compression algorithm can achieve small bounded worst case update time, and hence a mature solution with complete avoidance of packet loss is still yet to be identified. To address this issue, we propose the Unite and Split than that of the binary trie without any compression, while prior compression algorithms inevitably seriously degrade the update performance. After applying the US algorithm, the evaluated lookup algorithms exhibit significantly smaller on-chip memory consumption with little additional update overhead.
tion Base (FIB) maintained at backbone routers is experiencing an exponential growth, making the storage support and lookup process of FIBs a severe challenge. One effective way to address the challenge is FIB compression, and various solutions have been proposed in the literature. The main shortcoming of FIB compression is the overhead of updating the compressed FIB when routing update messages arrive. Only when the update time of FIB compression algorithms is small bounded can the probability of packet loss incurred by FIB compression operations during update be completely avoided. However, no prior FIB compression algorithm can achieve small bounded worst case update time, and hence a mature solution with complete avoidance of packet loss is still yet to be identified. To address this issue, we propose the Unite and Split (US) compression algorithm to enable fast update with controlled worst case update time. Further, we use the US algorithm to improve the performance of a number of classic software and hardware lookup algorithms. Simulation results show that the average update speed of the US algorithm is a little faster 1. Introduction
Background and Motivation
The size of Forwarding Information Bases (FIBs) of backbone routers in the Internet has been increasing by around 15% every year [1] . The FIB (DFZ entries) size exceeded 512K on August 13th in 2014, exceeding the hardware 5 capacity of many legacy Cisco routers [2] . In addition, there were VPN routes which could be as many as the DFZ entries. As a result, it took about a week for these routers to upgrade their hardware capacity, and it has already been observed that the web browsing and content downloading speed was slowed down during the period. In the literature, technical schemes have already been pro- 10 posed to solve such a problem, and among them FIB compression is a promising way to alleviate the growth pressure of FIBs in the Internet.
In fact, even if the FIB size does not exceed the capacity of routers, FIB compression is still beneficial for IP lookup. Generally, there are two kinds of IP lookup solutions. The first kind is hardware-based solutions, such as TCAM- 15 based solutions [3, 4, 5, 6] and FPGA-based solutions [7, 8, 9, 10] . For this kind of IP lookup solutions, compressing the FIBs can significantly save hardware cost and power consumption. The second kind is software-based solutions, such as [11, 12, 13, 14] . For this kind of IP lookup solutions, compressing the FIBs reduces the probability of cache misses, and thereby achieves faster lookup 20 speed.
As mentioned in BS [15] , EAR [16] , and FIFA [17] , packet loss may happen when the compression or update algorithm is too slow. The FIB after compression is stored and looked up in the data plane of a router. When a FIB update message arrives, the router has to suspend the lookup process and buffer the 25 incoming packets in a queue. The queue can only buffer finite packets, thus the update of the compressed FIB should be as fast as possible. If the update time is not small enough in the worst case, the buffer in the data plane may overflow and packet loss may happen. This is the main reason why vendors and ISPs are not willing to adopt FIB compression algorithms in real routers. Therefore,
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this paper targets at a practical FIB compression algorithm with small bounded update time.
State-of-the-art and their Limitations
Due to the significance of FIB compression, various compression solutions have been proposed, such as ORTC [18] and its successors [19, 20, 17] , auto 35 aggregation [21] , 4-level [22] , entropy compression [23] , EAR [16] , and NSFIB compression [24] , etc. Among them, ORTC constructs the optimal FIBs in terms of the number of prefixes. Entropy compression pursues the optimal compression algorithm in terms of information entropy, but the compression results are no longer in the prefix format, thus cannot cooperate with existing 40 IP lookup algorithms. NSFIB is an aggressive compression method which can exceed the optimal compression ratio of ORTC at the cost of changing the forwarding behavior. Although some classic compression algorithms (such as SMALTA [19] , EAR, 4-level, auto aggregation, etc.) claimed to support fast update, no prior algorithm is able to achieve small bounded worst case update 45 time. Only when the worst case of update time is small bounded, the risk of packet loss during update can be fundamentally avoided.
Proposed Solution Overview
In this paper, we propose the Unite and Split (US) compression algorithm. The top level strategy of conventional FIB compression algorithms is to 50 either make the best effort for compression ratio or to identify a trade-off between compression ratio and update speed, but it should be noted that no prior compression algorithm has a reasonable worst case bound of update time. In contrast, the objective of our US algorithm is to make the best effort for compression ratio in the premise of small bounded update time.
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We use a trie 1 structure to illustrate the key compression technique of our proposed US algorithm. As shown in the first trie of Figure 2 (a), it has three nodes with non-empty next hops: q and its two child nodes q 1 and q 2 . According to the longest prefix matching rule, an IP address either matches q 1 or q 2 . In other words, there are at most two lookup results for any incoming IP packet.
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Therefore, we can replace this trie by one node with two next hops. In other words, the two child nodes q 1 and q 2 can be compressed (united) into their parent node q with two next hops, where the left next hop belongs to q 1 , and the right next hop belongs to q 2 . Similarly, when two of the three nodes have nonempty next hops (the middle three tries in Figure 2 (a)), they can be compressed into one node with two next hops. However, we do not always perform such compression because when only one of the three nodes has a next hop (such as the three tries in Figure 2 (b)), such compression does not reduce the number of prefix nodes 2 , but brings additional update overhead. In this case, we split the prefix node to guarantee that every node has either two next hops or none
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for the sake of storage and lookup efficiency. For each trie node, we use the variable oldport to store the next hop before compression for the sake of correct update, and use variables leftport and rightport to store the left next hop and right next hop after compression respectively.
The US algorithm consists of two kinds of operations: unite and split, and it 75 traverses the trie twice. In the first postorder traversal of the trie, we conduct the unite operations to reduce the number of prefix nodes. In the second postorder traversal of the trie, we conduct split operations on those nodes which do not 1 Trie is a classic data structure to represent a FIB. algorithms, the negative effect is that the update overhead will be aggravated significantly after compression. In contrast, since the worst case of US update is small bounded, the update complexity after US compression stays the same as that before US compression.
Key Novelties
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FIB compression is a well studied field, and there have been various solutions in the literature. It seems there is very limited room for further improvements.
Conventional FIB compression algorithms compress the prefix nodes with the same next hops, and each prefix node is still related to one next hop after compression. In contrast, we find a new way to compress the number of prefixes 110 by allowing that each prefix node is related to two next hops. Specifically, we change the conventional "one next hop per prefix node" structure into a "two next hops per prefix node" structure. In other words, in our algorithm, the prefix and next hop information of child nodes are united to their parent node.
With regard to update, given an update message, conventional compression 115 algorithms often compress the sub-trie rooted at the updating node, and the worst case is to re-compress the whole trie. In the US algorithm, we constrain the unite operations in two adjacent levels of the trie. Thus, given any update message, the worst case is to update three nodes.
Paper organization: the rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 120 2 introduces our proposed US algorithm. Section 3 describes the update and lookup algorithm of US. Section 4 shows the application of US to FIB compression and IP lookup algorithms. Section 5 evaluates the performance of US.
Section 6 discusses the related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. entry is represented by a prefix node in the trie. The path from the root node to the prefix node corresponds to the prefix, and the corresponding next hop is stored in the prefix node. We call a node without a next hop an empty node.
Proposed Solution
We define the level of a node as its hop-count distance to the root node whose level is 0. The level of a prefix node is equal to the length of the corresponding 135 prefix. The nodes without child nodes are called leaf nodes, while others are called internal nodes.
Rationale
There are mainly three metrics for FIB compression algorithms: compression time, update cost, and memory usage. ORTC achieves the optimal compression 140 ratio in terms of number of prefix nodes at the cost of complicated update and long compression time. As mentioned above, when handling the updates, the lookup process is forced to be suspended, and the incoming packets are buffered. 
Router Architecture
Before going to the details of the US algorithm, we first show how it operates 170 in a real router. Figure 1 control plane. For the sake of fast update, the compressed FIB contains full information (i.e., oldports, leftports, and rightports). In the data plane, each line card has one copy of the compressed FIB which only contains leftports and rightports. Given an incoming packet, the line card looks up the FIB, gets a next hop, and then forwards it through the switch network. Each line card has 180 a queue to buffer the incoming data packets.
As shown in Figure 1 , when an update message arrives, first the RIB stored in the control plane will be updated by the routing protocol. If this leads to any FIB update, the update algorithm of US will be applied to the compressed 
Example
We now give an example of the US algorithm in nodes. In other words, we reduce the usage of fast memory in the data plane at the cost of more usage of slow memory in the control plane.
Actually, our US algorithm can compress the FIBs without tries. One straightforward way is to sort the prefixes, and then do compression for the adjacent prefixes. However, this method will incur complicated update. 
Announcement Handling
To support update, we define three kinds of ports for every trie node: oldport, leftport, and rightport, where oldport refers to the next hop before compression, leftport and rightport are the two next hops after compression. The update algorithm for an announcement message [announce p: h] proceeds in two 260 steps: first, we set the oldport of n p to h, where n p refers to the corresponding trie node of prefix p; second, we update the leftport and rightport fields according to the node type (united nodes, split nodes, etc.) of n p . Specifically, there are four cases as follows.
• Case I: n p is a united node. There are three situations: 1) when the two child nodes of n p are both participator nodes, the leftport and rightport of n p keep unchanged; 2) when only the left child of n p is a participator node, the rightport of n p is changed to h; 3) when only the right child of n p is a participator node, the leftport of n p is changed to h.
• Case II: n p is a participator node. Assume the parent node of n p is pa(n p ).
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If n p is the left child of pa(n p ), the leftport of pa(n p ) is set to h. If n p is the right child of pa(n p ), the rightport of pa(n p ) is set to h.
• Case III: n p is a split node. In this case, both the leftport and rightport of n p are set to h.
• Case IV: n p is an empty node or a new node. First, we need to check 275 whether n p can be united with its sibling or parent node. If n p can be united, the leftport and rightport of pa(n p ) are updated. In this situation, pa(n p ) becomes a united node, and n p becomes a participator node. Otherwise, n p should be split, and both the leftport and rightport of n p are set to h. Then we find that B's sibling node is a split node, thus B and C can be united: first set the leftport and rightport of both B and C to 0, then set A's leftport to 1, and set A's rightport to 2.
Withdrawal Handling
Given a withdrawal message: [withdraw p], the node n p corresponding to 295 p must be a prefix node and should be deleted from the trie. First, the oldport of n p is set to be empty. Then the leftport and rightport fields are updated according to the node type of n p . Specifically, there are three cases as follows.
• Case I: n p is a united node. If both the two child nodes of n p are participator nodes, the leftport and rightport of n p keep unchanged. In this 300 situation, n p is still a united node. If only one of the child of n p is a participator node, it can no longer be united to n p . Thus, the child node needs to be split, and n p becomes an empty node: the leftport and rightport of n p are set to be empty. Note that it is possible that the split child node can be united with its child nodes, this unite operation is not 305 performed in our incremental update algorithm in order to guarantee that at most 3 nodes are changed for any update. In this way, the number of prefixes cannot always stay optimal during the update, but the sacrificed compression ratio is negligible. This conclusion is testified by Figure 11,  in which the size of the compressed FIB almost keeps unchanged during 310 the one-day update.
• Case II: n p is a participator node. There are two situations: 1) the sibling of n p is also a participator node; 2) the sibling of n p is not a participator node. In the first situation, if the oldport of the parent node pa(n p ) is not empty, the sibling node can be united into pa(n p ); otherwise, the sibling 315 node must be split, and pa(n p ) becomes an empty node. In the second situation, the parent node pa(n p ) must be split. In both situations, n p becomes an empty node.
• Case III: n p is a split node. In this case, both the leftport and rightport of n p are set to be empty, and n p becomes an empty node.
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Example: In Figure 4 , we show three examples which correspond to the above three withdrawal cases, respectively. Example 1: [withdraw 01*]. It means to delete the united node E. Because E has only one child node I which is a participator node, I can no longer be united to E. Therefore, node I should be split. Specifically, we set E's oldport, leftport, and rightport to 0, and set I's leftport and rightport to 7. Example 2: [withdraw 000*]. It means to delete the participator node G. Note that for G's parent node D, we keep its next hop before compression in the variable oldport. Since G's sibling H can still be united into D, we set G's oldport to 0, and set D's leftport to D's oldport 3. we set C's oldport, leftport, and rightport to 0.
Update Performance Analysis
For US, when updating a node, at most three nodes need to be changed, while other nodes are not affected. Therefore, the worst case of update time is small bounded. It can be concluded that the update time complexity of US is large. In the worst case, n is the number of the prefix nodes in the whole trie when the root node is updated. A detailed analysis of update complexity of EAR and ORTC can be found in [16] . The 4-level algorithm needs to rebuild the sub-trie rooted at the updating node, thus its time complexity is O(n).
The SMALTA [19] algorithm uses ORTC to take snapshots, thus it has the 345 same compression complexity as ORTC. When inserting or deleting a prefix N , SMALTA restores all the compressed nodes in the sub-trie T N rooted at node N , so as to correctly perform update. Therefore, many prefix nodes in the sub-trie T N are decompressed, incurring the trie to be not optimal. Although SMALTA only needs to restore the compressed nodes, it needs to judge whether each node 350 in the sub-trie T N is compressed or not. Therefore, it often needs to check all the nodes in the sub-trie T N when updating node N . Furthermore, some prefix nodes in the sub-trie T N are deleted during compression, thus these deleting nodes need to be re-created during update process. Therefore, the update complexity of SMALTA is O(m+n). We conclude that the update performance
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of US is the same as that of the original binary trie, and significantly outperforms other compression algorithms. 
US Lookup Algorithm and Complexity Analysis
The lookup of US abides by the Longest Prefix Matching (LPM) rule [25] .
Different from the lookup of the original binary trie, US lookup needs to choose 360 one of the two next hops for each prefix node. Specifically, the lookup of US proceeds in the following steps.
Step I, initialization. Given an incoming IP address s, we define a variable h to store the next hop. Initially, we assign the oldport of the root node to h.
Step II, we obtain the first bit of s, 1) if it is 1, we judge whether the rightport 365 of the root node is not empty: if yes, we assign the rightport to h; otherwise, go to step III. 2) if it is 0, we judge whether the leftport of the root node is not empty: if yes, we assign the leftport to h; otherwise, go to step IV.
Step III, go to the right child node, then obtain the next bit of s, and perform the procedure which is similar to step II. If the current node is a leaf node, the 370 algorithm ends.
Step IV, go to the left child node, then obtain the next bit of s, and perform the similar procedure of step II. If the current node is a leaf node, the algorithm ends. 
Applications of US
Application to Existing FIB Compression Algorithms
In practice, US can be combined with many other FIB compression algo-385 rithms to achieve further enhanced compression performances. As analyzed above, the update speed of US is fast and the worst case update time is small bounded. Thus, applying US after other compression algorithms will bring little and fixed extra update overhead. Among ORTC, 4 level [22] , EAR [16] , and auto aggregation [21] , ORTC [18] achieves the best compression ratio. Although NS-
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FIB [24] can achieve a better compression ratio than ORTC, the cost is changing the forwarding behavior. Entropy compression [23] pursues to achieve the lower bound of the information entropy, but the compressed result cannot work with prior IP lookup algorithms. US can be applied to the above FIB compression algorithms. Here we apply US to ORTC for the sake of efficiency and practical-395 ity. Given a FIB, we first construct a trie, and then compress it using ORTC and get the resulting trie. We further compress the resulting trie using the US algorithm, and get the final compression result. The related simulation results are shown in Section 5.2.
Here we need to clarify why the compression ratio of ORTC can be further 400 improved. Given the premise that one prefix can only have one next hop and no changes of forwarding behavior happen during compression, ORTC compression is optimal in terms of number of prefix nodes. Given the premise that one prefix can have two next hops, the combination of ORTC and US can achieve a better compression ratio in term of number of prefix nodes. The number of prefixes 405 determines the on-chip memory usage of many IP lookup algorithms, thus we use it as the metric.
Application to Classical IP Lookup Solutions
The US algorithm can also be used to reduce the on-chip memory usage of IP the four algorithms before and after using US is shown in Table 2 . after using US =2MB ≤1.016MB ≤ 1.07MB ≤1.07MB
Our algorithm can enhance the cache behavior during IP lookups. For example, assume there are two prefix nodes A and B. As node A and B are often stored separately, the traffic which hits prefix A or B probably does not have good cache behavior. After using our US compression algorithm, node A and
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B are compressed into one node, and the next hops of A and B are stored adjacently. Therefore, the traffic which hits A or B will have better cache behavior.
Feasibility Analysis
Legacy routers usually use old TCAMs with small capacity. When the FIB size is close to the TCAM capacity, the TCAM needs to be upgraded when 460 using no compression algorithm. Fortunately, our US algorithm can be used to reduce the memory usage of TCAM. After using our US algorithm, the number of prefixes is compressed to about 65% of that of the original FIB. In other words, there will be 35% available memory in the TCAM, and the lifetime of legacy routers can be significantly extended.
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The cost of the US algorithm is that during lookup a second step is needed to obtain the exact next hop for a particular packet, since one prefix is shared by two next hops now. When the US algorithm is applied to hardware routers using step will increase the lookup latency. However, as the second step is faster than looking up TCAM, the bottleneck of system throughput lies in the lookup of TCAM. In other words, adding the second step increases the system latency, but do not affect the system throughput.
As TCAMs are expensive and power-hungry, recent significant work, such as 485 SAIL [11] , DXR [35] , and Poptrie [12] prefer to use software methods to conduct IP lookup. For the software solutions, it is fairly easy and fast to implement the second step: read one additional bit, and then choose one of the two next hops.
Section 5.4 shows that the lookup speed of the compressed trie is faster than that of the original trie, since compression leads to shorter lookup path and 490 better cache performance. Therefore, the US algorithm can be easily applied to software routers, and can also be applied to hardware routers.
Evaluation
In this correctness test. The appendix contains a proof of the correctness of US using the method proposed in [37] .
Computer configuration: We conducted the simulations on a computer with two Intel(R) Core i7-3517U 1.9GHz & 2.4GHz and 8GB RAM running 
Simulations on FIB compression
We evaluate the compression performance using two metrics: compression ratio and compression time. Compression ratio is the ratio between the number of prefixes after compression and that before compression. Smaller compression ratio means more reduction of the FIB size. Compression time is 525 the time used to compress the original FIB. Since ORTC achieves the optimal compression ratio, here we evaluate the compression performance of US using ORTC as a baseline.
Compression Ratio
Our simulation results show that US compresses the test FIBs by about 35%,
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and improves the compression ratio of ORTC by about 7% when applied to ORTC. Figure 5 shows the compression ratio changes of US and ORTC on FIB rrc00 over the last 12 years. As time goes by, the FIB size increases rapidly, and the compression ratio of US gets better steadily. In contrast, ORTC
shows an unstable compression ratio. Figure 6 compares the compression ratio 7%. This does not mean the optimal compression ratio of ORTC is incorrect.
It means that the compression ratio can be further improved when one prefix node stores two next hops. In sum, although ORTC achieves smaller compression ratios than US, the compression ratio of ORTC+US is smaller than that of ORTC. 
Compression Time
Our simulation results show that US reduces the compression time by 72% ∼ 77% comparing to ORTC, and the combination of US and ORTC adds little extra compression time overhead. First, as shown in Figure 8 , when using F IBs 12years , the compression time of US is 23% ∼ 27% of that of ORTC. As time goes by, the compression time increases with the growing size of FIB, and the increase of the compression time of US is much slower than that of ORTC. Second, as shown in Figure 9 , when using F IBs 2014 , the compression time of US is 25% ∼ 28% of that of ORTC. Third, as shown in Figure 10 , when using F IBs 2014 , the compression time of ORTC+US is only 1.13∼1.16 times 555 of that of ORTC. Note that the compression time of ORTC+US is much less than the sum of ORTC compression time and US compression time. This is because after compressed by ORTC, the trie size is much smaller so that the compression speed of US is faster.
For every trie node, ORTC needs to compute the intersection or union of 560 two next hop sets, and to judge whether a next hop set is a subset of another next hop set. These operations are time-consuming, especially for large FIBs.
In contrast, there are only simple assignment and judgment operations in the US compression process. Therefore, the compression speed of US is much faster than that of ORTC.
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The US algorithm can be applied to two scenarios. First, for routers with fre-quent FIB updates, we can use only US algorithm to achieve a good compression ratio with fast update. Second, for some routers with infrequent FIB updates and limited fast memory, we can use ORTC+US to achieve better compression ratio at the cost of slow update. 
Simulations on Update
One key advantage of the US algorithm is the fast update with controlled worst case update time. To evaluate the incremental update algorithm of US, we compare the update performance of US with that of the original binary trie, because the update speed of the binary trie without compression is much faster 575 than that of the trie after applying FIB compression algorithms (see Table 1 ).
r The update algorithm of ORTC+US works as follows. Given a FIB compressed by ORTC+US and an update message, first we locate the updating node. Then the sub-trie T rooted at the updating node will be de-compressed and updated. Next, we compress the sub-trie T first by ORTC and then by US. Our simulation results show that the incremental update of US produces 0.08% redundant prefix nodes in one day. Figure 11 shows how the number of prefixes grows for one-day updates. The x-axes represents the passed minutes in a day. The number of prefixes in the original FIB increases from 532766 590 to 532835 over one-day updates, and the number of prefixes in the compressed FIB increases from 346464 to 346757. Both exhibit a very slow increase. Thus we do not need to re-compress the FIB for a very long period of time.
Our simulation results show that the update overhead of the binary trie is lower after US compression. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the number of Our simulation results show that the update speed of US is a little faster than that of the original binary trie, and much faster than that of ORTC. Figure 13 shows the update speed of the original binary trie, US, ORTC and ORTC+US on one-day update messages. Assume x Mups means x million updates are this conclusion, we conduct simulations to evaluate the lookup speed of the 620 binary trie before and after using US.
Our simulation results show that the lookup speed of the binary trie is faster after US compression. First, we lookup F IB 12years using the corresponding synthetic traffic traces, and the results are shown in Figure 14 . The lookup speed after using US ranges from 13.9 to 14.8 Mpps (Million packets per second), 625 which is 1.17∼1.22 times faster than the lookup speed of the original binary trie.
Second, we conduct similar simulations on F IB 2014 , and the results are shown
in Figure 15 . It shows that the lookup speed after US compression is 1.18∼1.21
times faster than that of the original binary trie.
Simulations on PBF
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In this section, we evaluate the memory usage of PBF before and after using US. We set the number of hash functions of all the Bloom filters to 8, and the sum of the sizes of all the Bloom filters is the on-chip memory usage.
On-chip memory usage
Our simulation results show that the on-chip memory usage of PBF is re-635 duced by about 35% after US compression. The on-chip memory usage for F IBs 12years is shown in Figure 16 . The on-chip memory usage grows year by year because the number of prefixes increases. The on-chip memory usage of PBF before US compression ranges from 1.5 Mb to 6.2 Mb. When using US, the on-chip memory usage of PBF is reduced to 1.1∼4.0 Mb, which is 640 64.5% ∼ 73.3% of the on-chip memory usage before using US. We conduct similar simulations using F IBs 2014 , and the results are shown in Figure 17 . The on-chip memory usage of PBF after using US ranges from 3.81 Mb to 4.16 Mb, and is 64.8% ∼ 65.2% of the on-chip memory usage before using US. 
Off-chip memory usage
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Our simulation results show that the off-chip memory usage of PBF is reduced by 21.8% ∼ 22.2% after US compression. PBF uses hash tables in the off-chip memory. The size of a hash table is proportional to the number of prefixes stored in it. After using US, each hash bucket stores one prefix and two next hops, and the total number of prefixes is reduced. We compare the total 650 size of hash tables before and after US compression using F IBs 2014 .
Simulations on Hybrid Lookup
In this section, we evaluate the memory usage of hybrid lookup before and after using US. of prefixes stored in TCAM), which is also the number of leaf nodes in a trie. Figure 18 shows the simulation results on F IBs 12years . It can be observed that the number of TCAM entries is reduced to 65% ∼ 74% after using US. We conduct similar simulations on F IB 2014 , and the results are shown in Figure   19 . The number of TCAM entries is reduced to 65% ∼ 66% after using US. Note Our simulation results show that the memory usage of FPGA (FPGA usage) is reduced to 71.0% ∼ 72.0% after US compression. We evaluate the number of the trimmed trie nodes stored in FPGA. When using F IBs 12years , as shown in Figure 20 , the number of trimmed trie nodes is reduced to 64% ∼ 74% after using US. When using F IBs 2014 , as shown in Figure 21 , the number of trimmed trie nodes is reduced to 63.9% ∼ 64.8%. We also evaluate the on- of the trimmed trie after US compression is reduced to 71.0% ∼ 72.0%.
Related Work
FIB compression is a well studied and important issue due to the significance 685 of FIBs in router design. In this paper, we classify FIB compression algorithms into four categories.
The first category compresses a FIB into a smaller one and does not change the forwarding behavior, such as auto aggregation [21] , ORTC [18] , EAR [16] , and wild-card compression [38] . The auto aggregation algorithm [21] only com-690 presses the sibling prefix nodes with the same next hop. This compression algorithm is simple and fast, but its compression ratio is not attractive and the update time is not small bounded. ORTC [18] achieves the theoretical optimal compression ratio in terms of the number of prefixes. It traverses the trie three passes to complete the compression. Generally speaking, the update of 695 one prefix can be implemented by re-constructing the sub-trie rooted at the updating trie node using the same compression algorithm. However, optimal compression is complicated and slow, thus leads to complicated and slow update. The authors in [18] lookup solutions. What is more, its update is really complicated and slow. In summary, the worst case update of all the above FIB compression and update algorithms is to update the whole sub-trie rooted at the updating node. US also belongs to this category, but only needs to change at most three nodes in the worst case of update. The update complexity of US is always O(W ).
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The second category aims at achieving a better compression ratio at the cost of changing the forwarding behavior, such as NSFIB [24] and 4-level [22] . NSFIB can achieve a much better compression ratio than ORTC by taking advantage of multiple next hops. The 4-level algorithm defines four levels of FIB compression.
The first two levels are simple, but the compression is not sufficient. The last two 730 levels achieve better compression ratios at the cost of forwarding some packets which should have been dropped.
The third category focuses on compressing the FIB towards the information entropy bounds, and the compressed result is represented by bits rather than prefixes. Rétvári et al. [23] introduced the information entropy of tries for the 735 first time, and there are two successors. Rottenstreich et al. [41] proposed an encoding scheme to achieve sub-optimal memory requirement, and Korosi et al.
[42] focused on improving the lookup speed. The common disadvantage of this category is the complicated and slow update performance.
The above three categories are purely local solutions, and do not affect neigh-
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boring routers. The fourth category requires the coordination between routers or between switches and controllers. In [43] , three route aggregation strategies are proposed to compress the FIBs. These strategies either require coordination between the ASes or need to change the way routers build their FIBs. A recent work [44] focuses on minimizing the number of updates sent from the controller 745 to the compressed FIBs stored in switches.
Conclusion
With the rapid growth of FIB size in backbone routers, FIB compression becomes a hot topic in recent years, and various FIB compression algorithms have been proposed. The update performance will inevitably be degraded if a 750 FIB is compressed. Only when the worst case of update time is small bounded, the risk of packet loss during updates can ultimately be avoided. Towards this goal, we propose the Unite and Split (US) compression algorithm in this paper to achieve fast update with small bounded worst case (i.e., at most three nodes need to be changed per update). Further, we use the US algorithm to improve 755 the performance of several classic software and hardware lookup algorithms.
Simulation results on real-world FIBs show that the compression ratio of US is about 65% with fast compression time (only about 28.5 ms), and the update speed of US is fast. In addition, the on-chip memory usage of several classic lookup algorithms is significantly reduced after applying US. To enable others
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to replicate the simulations, we released the source code of our US algorithm and related data set at Github [45] .
• (q) represents a prefix with the same length of (q), but it is different from (q). P (q) means the next hop of prefix (q) in trie P .
• (a|b) represents a prefix with two next hops. Its leftport is a, and rightport is b. Given one more bit 0 or 1, there is (a|b) 0 = a and (a|b) 1 = b.
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The operation of XOR is defined as follows: 
